No. 4207 [BL] Lap Clamp
1 – 6 oz.
For securing double-sectioned track at center overlap. Used with cord operated track suspended systems that are straight at the overlap. Note: 2 required, sold individually.

No. 4207-A [BL] Lap Clamp
1 – 8 oz
For use with continuously curved chord operated suspended track systems. Provides wider track spacing at overlap. Note: 2 required, sold individually.

No. 4258 [BL] Spindle A
1 – 1 lb.
Used to help guide the operating lines around the track curve. Used on inside of radius on Live-End half of track system. Spacing and quantity dependent on degree and radius of curve.
Not included with CWANA systems. Must be ordered separately.

No. 4259 [BL] Spindle B
1 – 13 oz.
Used to help guide the operating lines around the track curve. Used on inside of radius on Dead-End half of track system. Spacing and quantity dependent on degree and radius of curve.
Not included with CWANA systems. Must be ordered separately.

No. 4260 [BL] Idler
1 – 10 oz.
Used to help guide the operating lines around the track curve. Used on outside of radius on Dead-End half of track system. Spacing and quantity dependent on degree and radius of curve.
Not included with CWANA systems. Must be ordered separately.

No. 1713 [BL] Pipe Clamp
1 pr. - 5.5 oz.
For 1” I.D. Schedule 40 pipe

No. 1714 [BL] Pipe Clamp
1 pr. - 7 oz.
For 1-1/4” I.D. Schedule 40 pipe

No. 1715 [BL] Pipe Clamp
1 pr. - 7 oz.
For 1-1/2” I.D. Schedule 40 pipe